Boat Rentals Torrevieja

Puerto Deportivo Marina Salinas
Torrevieja 03181
Alicante, Spain

+34 640 759 665
info@torreBOATS.com

Mochi 42 year1990 refit 2020, 13 meter, 10 pax plus crew, sleeping 6, 2 cabins ,2 wc, 900 hp,fly

Live the unique experience of sailing aboard this elegant yacht ALL INCLUDED. It is a
Mochi Craft Fly 42 of 13 meters of length, 4 of sleeve and 900 hp of power. Complete
refit in 2017 solarium, large terrace, and special platform to make bathing in the sea a
unique experience. Is perfect for day trips accompanied by family and friends.

Daycharter 660€ Halfday: 425€

Included: Tax, Insurance, mooring base port, final cleaning.
Not included: Skipper, Fuel, mooring, meals. Day are 9hours, half 5
hours.

MiniCRUISE 3hours 400€
Sunset 1&1/2hour 270€
Night Tour:400€

2020
rates

Included: Tax, Insurance, mooring base port, final cleaning,Skipper,
fuel (10miles).

www.torreBOATS.com
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Puerto Deportivo Marina Salinas
Torrevieja 03181
Alicante, Spain

+34 640 759 665
info@torreBOATS.com

Mochi 42 year1990 refit 2020, 13 meter, 10 pax plus crew, sleeping 6, 2 cabins ,2 wc, 900 hp,fly

Low consum fuel, High capacity with big solarium and flyboard, full equiped

BOOKING MAIN CONDITIONS
1.-Delivery/Return of the Boat in the marina MARINA SALINAS Torrevieja, we can modify with extra cost depending boat.
2.-Special navigation area and maximum passenger capacity of each boat. Please consult with us.
3.-The boat is delivered with a full fuel tank and must be returned with a full fuel tank, excepts packs with fuel included.
4. The deposit is not included in the price. It will be left when the boat is delivered and varies according to the boat.
5. A title is required, varying according to the boat. You must present the title on the day of the rental if rent is without skipper.
6.-In case of adverse weather conditions for navigation, the rental date will be modified according to availability. If this is not possible,
the payment will be refunded.
7.- The schedules are :Full day: 10.30h-18.30hHalf day: 10.00h-14:00h// 14.00H-18.00H Possibility to request, according to availability,
other schedules not contemplated here
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